No. 1 anti-spam solution for Exchange/SMTP/Lotus

Leading email security for Exchange/SMTP/Lotus

Comprehensive anti-spam and email security

Award-winning web filtering and security for ISA Server

Leading email archiving solution for Exchange

No. 1 fax server for Exchange/SMTP/Lotus

Award-winning vulnerability management software

Automated network-wide event log management

Control of iPods, USB sticks and other endpoint devices

Real-time network and server monitoring solution

Server Anti-Spam

GFI MailEssentials captures over 99% of spam with a very low level of false positives through
the use of 11 anti-spam modules. It also adds email management tools such as disclaimers,
mail monitoring and list server. Over 80,000 customers.

Email Security

GFI MailSecurity provides 10 layers of email protection through the use of up to 5 anti-virus
engines, an email exploit detection engine, HTML sanitization, trojan executable detection,
attachment checking and content filtering. Over 30,000 customers, 19 awards.

Anti-virus, Anti-spam
and Anti-phishing
Protection

The GFI MailDefense Suite provides comprehensive anti-virus, anti-spam and anti-phishing
protection for SMBs by making use of multiple technologies, such as Bayesian filtering to
remove spam, and up to five anti-virus engines to scan all email.

Web Monitoring
& Anti-Virus

GFI WebMonitor controls Internet users browsing habits and monitors downloads in real-time.
It comes with WebGrade, a web categorization database which provides URL coverage of over
165,000,000 URLs that allows you to block or allow access to sites in particular categories such
as adult, online gaming, etc.

Email Archiving

GFI MailArchiver leverages the journaling feature of Microsoft Exchange to archive all internal,
inbound, and outbound emails to either a Microsoft SQL or Firebird database. It then provides
a web interface for users to search, browse and restore their emails and easy access to archived
email with the GFI MailArchiver Outlook Connector. Over 10,000 customers.

Fax Server
Network
Security

GFI FAXmaker allows users to send and receive faxes directly from their email client.
It also includes powerful reporting and Text/XML APIs for easy application integration
and supports Fax over IP (FOIP). Over 30,000 customers.
GFI LANguard provides scanning, analysis, and reporting in the three critical areas of patch
management, vulnerability detection and network auditing. Over 20,000 customers,
26 awards.

Event log
Management

GFI EventsManager collects, catalogs, alerts, and reports on the huge volume of Windows Event
Log, W3C, Syslog, SNMP, and SQL Audit events generated across the network.

Portable storage
& device control

GFI EndPointSecurity offers granular portable storage control of removable devices such as USB
drives, iPods, and PDAs for the prevention of data leakage, malware introduction and theft.

Network
Monitoring

GFI Network Server Monitor enables administrators to monitor the network for failures or
irregularities automatically. It then sends alerts and/or performs corrective actions such as
restarting a service, rebooting a machine or running a script. Over 5,000 customers.
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